Search for the pair production of light top squarks in the $e^\pm \mu^\mp$ final state in proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV
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ABSTRACT: A search for the production of a pair of top squarks at the LHC is presented. This search targets a region of parameter space where the kinematics of top squark pair production and top quark pair production are very similar, because of the mass difference between the top squark and the neutralino being close to the top quark mass. The search is performed with 35.9 fb$^{-1}$ of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV, collected by the CMS detector in 2016, using events containing one electron-muon pair with opposite charge. The search is based on a precise estimate of the top quark pair background, and the use of the $M_{T2}$ variable, which combines the transverse mass of each lepton and the missing transverse momentum. No excess of events is found over the standard model predictions. Exclusion limits are placed at 95% confidence level on the production of top squarks up to masses of 208 GeV for models with a mass difference between the top squark and the lightest neutralino close to that of the top quark.
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1 Introduction

The standard model (SM) of particle physics accurately describes the vast majority of
the observed particle physics phenomena. However, there are several open problems that
cannot be explained by the SM, such as the hierarchy problem, the need for fine tuning to
explain the large difference between the electroweak and the Planck scale [1, 2], and the lack
of a candidate particle that explains the nature of dark matter in cosmological and astro-
physical observations [3, 4]. Supersymmetry (SUSY) [5–13] is a well-motivated extension
of the SM that provides a technically natural [14, 15] solution to both of these problems,
through the introduction of an additional symmetry between bosons and fermions. In
SUSY models, large quantum loop corrections to the masses of the Higgs bosons, mainly
produced by the top quark, are mostly cancelled by the one produced by its SUSY partner,
the top squark (\(\tilde{t}_1\)), if their masses are close in value. Similar cancellations occur for other
particles, resulting in a natural solution to the hierarchy problem. Furthermore, SUSY
introduces a new quantum number, R-parity [16], that distinguishes between SUSY and
SM particles. If R-parity is conserved [16], top squarks are produced in pairs and the
lightest SUSY particle is stable, which if neutral (\(\tilde{\chi}^0_1\)) provides a good candidate for dark
Figure 1. Diagram of the top squark pair production with further decay into a top (antitop) quark and the lightest neutralino.

matter. The lighter SUSY particles may have masses close to those of the SM particles, and therefore could be produced in proton-proton (pp) collisions within the energy reach of the CERN LHC. In certain scenarios the lightest top squarks are expected to have a mass \( m_{\tilde{t}_1} \) close to the top quark mass \( m_t \), leading to a natural solution to the hierarchy problem [14, 15, 17].

This paper presents a search for the production of a pair of scalar top partners and neutralinos that are degenerate or nearly degenerate in mass with the top quark \( m_{\tilde{t}_1} - m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} \approx m_t \), using events produced in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV recorded with the CMS detector at the LHC. A data sample collected during 2016 and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb\(^{-1}\) is used.

Top squarks in this search are assumed to decay as \( \tilde{t}_1 \rightarrow t\tilde{\chi}^0_1 \), as shown in figure 1. In particular, this analysis uses events in which the resulting top (anti)quark decays into a bottom (anti)quark and a W boson that in turn decays into a lepton and a neutrino, and selects final states characterized by the presence of an opposite-sign electron-muon pair.

Given that the target SUSY signal and the SM top quark pair \( (t\bar{t}) \) production processes are characterized by equivalent final states with very similar kinematics, most of the top squark searches by the ATLAS [18–22] and CMS [23–30] Collaborations do not have enough sensitivity for observing the production of top squarks in these scenarios. Limits on the production cross section of signals described by these models have previously been set through \( t\bar{t} \) production cross section measurements at 8 TeV by the CMS [31] and ATLAS [32, 33] Collaborations, excluding the presence of a top squark with a mass of up to 191 GeV for a neutralino mass of 1 GeV.

The analysis is performed as a search for an excess above a large \( t\bar{t} \) background, which must be estimated precisely to attain sensitivity to the signal. Further separation is achieved by exploiting the distribution of signal and background events in a discriminating variable \( (M_{T2}) \).

2 The CMS detector

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker covering the full range of the azimuthal angle \( 0 < \phi < 2\pi \) and a
pseudorapidity of \(|\eta| < 2.5\), a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid.

Events of interest are selected using a two-tiered trigger system [34]. The first level, composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select events at a rate of around 100 kHz within a time interval of less than 4 \(\mu s\). The second level, known as the high-level trigger, consists of a farm of processors running a version of the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast processing, and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before data storage.

A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in ref. [35].

3 Monte Carlo simulation

A correct estimate of the t\bar{t} background is crucial for this analysis and the uncertainties on the modelling of this process plays an important role, especially the theoretical uncertainties on the t\bar{t} cross section.

The POWHEG v2 [36–38] generator is used to simulate t\bar{t} events at the next-to-leading order (NLO) in quantum chromodynamics (QCD), as well as to calculate the dependency of the t\bar{t} acceptance on \(m_t\), and on the factorization (\(\mu_F\)) and renormalization (\(\mu_R\)) scales. A parameter, denoted as damping factor \(h_{\text{damp}}\), is used to limit the resummation of higher-order effects by the Sudakov form factor to below a given transverse momentum (\(p_T\)) scale [39]. The central value and uncertainties of \(h_{\text{damp}}\) will be discussed later.

Single top quark and antiquark production in association with a W boson (tW) is simulated at NLO using the POWHEG v1 [40] generator. The Drell-Yan process (DY), and the production of W or Z bosons in association with t\bar{t} events (referred to as t\bar{t}V), are generated at NLO using the mg5\_amc@nlo v2.2.2 [41] generator. The production of the DY process is simulated with up to two additional partons and the FxFx scheme is used for the matching of the matrix elements and parton showers [42]. The contributions from WW, WZ, and ZZ (collectively referred to as VV) processes are simulated at leading order (LO) using PYTHIA v8.205 [43].

The T2tt model from the simplified model spectra [44, 45] is used to model the SUSY signal, in which top quarks are unpolarized and a branching fraction of 100\% is assumed for the top squark decaying into a top quark and a neutralino. The generation of signal samples is performed using the mg5\_amc@nlo generator at LO.

The NNPDF 3.0 [46] parton distribution function (PDF) set is used for all the samples. Parton showering and hadronization are handled by PYTHIA using the underlying event tune CUETP8M2T4 [39] for SM t\bar{t} events and the CUETP8M1 [47] tune for all other background and signal events.

The response of the CMS detector is simulated for all the generated events with the GEANT4 package [48]. The effect of additional interactions in the same events (referred to
as pileup) is accounted for by simulating additional interactions for each hard scattering event. Simulated events are then reweighted so that the simulated pileup vertex distribution matches the observed distribution, which has an average of 23 collisions per bunch crossing.

Simulated events are normalized according to the integrated luminosity and the theoretical cross section of each process. The latter are computed at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) (DY [49]), approximate NNLO order (tW [50]), and NLO (VV [51], t\bar{t}V [52]).

For the normalization of the simulated t\bar{t} sample, the full NNLO plus next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy calculation [53] is used, performed with the Top++ 2.0 program [54]. The PDF uncertainties are added in quadrature to the uncertainty associated with the strong coupling constant (\alpha_s) to obtain a t\bar{t} production cross section of 832^{+20}_{-29} (scale) pb assuming \mt = 172.5 GeV.

The signal events are normalized to the theoretical NLO cross section [55–60] obtained from the simplified model spectrum for the T2tt model.

4 Objects and event selection

In the SM, top quarks decay almost exclusively into a bottom quark and a W boson. In this analysis, events containing an e^+\mu^- pair and jets are selected. Signal events may have a larger amount of missing transverse momentum (p_T^{miss}) with respect to t\bar{t} events because of the presence of the neutralinos.

Events are required to pass a dilepton trigger based on the presence of one electron (muon) with p_T > 23 (23) GeV and one muon (electron) with p_T > 8 (12) GeV. To increase the trigger efficiency, events passing a single-lepton trigger that requires the presence of one electron (muon) with p_T > 35 (24) GeV are also selected. The efficiency of the combination of dilepton and single-lepton triggers for events with an electron-muon pair with p_T > 25 and 20 GeV is measured in data and found to be approximately 98%. The simulated trigger efficiency is corrected to match that observed in data by using a multiplicative scale factor calculated as a function of the pseudorapidity of the leptons.

The particle-flow (PF) algorithm [61] aims to reconstruct and identify each individual particle in an event, with an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the CMS detector. The reconstructed vertex with the largest value of summed physics object p_T^2 is taken to be the primary pp interaction vertex, where the physics objects are the objects returned by a jet finding algorithm [62, 63] applied to all charged tracks associated with the vertex, plus the corresponding associated p_T^{miss}. The energy of photons is obtained from the ECAL measurement. The energy of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at the primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the corresponding ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons spatially compatible with originating from the electron track. The momentum of muons is obtained from the curvature of the corresponding track. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combination of their momentum measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for zero-suppression effects and for the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energies.
Selected leptons (electrons and muons) are required to have $p_T \geq 20 \text{ GeV}, |\eta| \leq 2.4$, and to satisfy a lepton isolation criterion. The lepton isolation variable is defined as the scalar $p_T$ sum of all the PF candidates inside a cone of $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} = 0.3 (0.4)$ centered on the electron (muon) candidate, excluding the contribution from the lepton candidate itself. To account for particles produced in pileup interactions, the contribution from charged hadrons that are not associated to the primary vertex is removed and a correction is applied for the expected contribution of neutral hadrons, following the procedure in [64]. This isolation variable is required to be smaller than 6 (15)% of the electron (muon) candidate $p_T$. Selected leptons are required to originate from the primary vertex.

Jets are reconstructed from PF candidates using the anti-$k_T$ clustering algorithm [62, 63] with a distance parameter of 0.4. The jet momentum is defined as the vector sum of the momenta of all PF candidates associated with the jet, and is found to be within 5–10% of the true momentum over the entire $p_T$ spectrum. The charged PF candidates that are determined to originate from pileup vertices are discarded in the jet reconstruction, and an offset correction is applied to account for remaining contributions of the pileup interactions [65]. Selected jets are required to have $p_T \geq 30 \text{ GeV}$ and $|\eta| \leq 2.4$ and must come from the main primary vertex. In order to avoid double counting, jets that overlap with the selected leptons in a cone of $\Delta R = 0.4$ are not considered.

Jets originating from b quarks are identified (tagged) as b jets using the combined secondary vertex algorithm v2 [66]. This algorithm combines the information of the reconstructed secondary vertex with other kinematic variables of the jet by using a multivariate classifier to maximize the probability of tagging b jets. An operating point that yields identification efficiencies of about 70% is used. The corresponding misidentification probabilities are about 1% for light-flavour jets (originating from u, d, s quarks or gluons) and 15% for c jets.

Lepton reconstruction, identification, and isolation efficiencies, as well as efficiencies for b tagging and b tag misidentification of light quarks or gluons are corrected in the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to match the observed values. These corrections are parameterized as functions of the $p_T$ and $\eta$ of the object and are of the order of 1% for leptons and a few percent for jets [66].

The correction of MC efficiencies to match that observed does not introduce any bias in our search for an excess above SM background prediction as the lepton reconstruction, identification, and isolation efficiencies and the trigger efficiency are measured using the tag-and-probe method [64, 67], and b tagging and b tag misidentification rates are measured using an independent sample of QCD multijet events. In addition, these corrections are applied by bins of $\eta$ and $p_T$, the latter except for the trigger efficiency.

The vectorial missing transverse momentum ($\vec{p}_T^{\text{miss}}$) is defined as the transverse component of the negative vector sum of the momenta of all reconstructed PF candidates in an event; its magnitude is denoted as $p_T^{\text{miss}}$. All the corrections applied to the jet momenta are propagated to the calculation of $p_T^{\text{miss}}$ [68].

Events containing one electron-muon pair with opposite charge and invariant mass greater than 20 GeV, to avoid selecting low mass resonances, are selected. The transverse momentum of the highest-$p_T$ (leading) lepton must be at least 25 GeV. In case more than
two leptons are present in the event, the dilepton pair is formed using the two highest $p_T$ leptons, and the event is selected if that pair satisfies the aforementioned requirements. Selected events are also required to contain at least two jets, at least one of which must be a $b$-tagged jet.

5 Search strategy

After the event selection, the vast majority of events ($\approx 98\%$) come from top quark production processes ($t\bar{t}$, $tW$). For a top squark mass similar to that of the top quark, the production cross section of the signal process is expected to amount to up to 125 pb, corresponding to about 15% of the SM $t\bar{t}$ production cross section. However, the kinematics of the final-state particles are very similar in both processes, so a control region for the $t\bar{t}$ background with small signal contamination is impossible to define. The sensitivity of the analysis comes from a precise estimate of the $t\bar{t}$ background, using MC simulation and exploiting the 6% [54] theoretical uncertainties on the predicted cross section and the even smaller [31, 69] experimental uncertainties on the measurement. Additional sensitivity comes from the small kinematic differences between the target signal and the $t\bar{t}$ background, which become more important with increasing top squark mass and increasing mass difference between the top squark and neutralino.

For a top squark mass of 245 GeV, the cross section decreases to $\approx 24$ pb, but the presence of massive neutralinos ($m_{\chi_1^0} > 50$ GeV) in the event can result in additional $p_T^{\text{miss}}$. To account for this, following previous top squark searches [26], the sensitivity of the analysis is further increased by using the shape of the $M_{T2}$ variable, defined as

$$M_{T2} = \min_{\tilde{p}_T^{\text{miss}}_1, \tilde{p}_T^{\text{miss}}_2 = p_T^{\text{miss}}} \left( \max \left[ m_T(p_T^{\text{miss}}_1, \tilde{p}_T^{\text{miss}}_1), m_T(p_T^{\text{miss}}_2, \tilde{p}_T^{\text{miss}}_2) \right] \right),$$

where $m_T$ is the transverse mass and $\tilde{p}_T^{\text{miss}}_1, \tilde{p}_T^{\text{miss}}_2$ correspond to the estimated transverse momenta of two neutrinos that are presumed to determine the total $p_T^{\text{miss}}$ of the event. The transverse mass is calculated for each lepton-neutrino pair, for different assumptions of the neutrino $p_T$. The computation of $M_{T2}$ is done using the algorithm discussed in ref. [70]. The $M_{T2}$ distribution has a kinematic endpoint at the mass of the W boson in the case of $t\bar{t}$ events [71], while this is not true if extra invisible particles are present in the event. For models where $m_{\chi_1^0} \approx m_t$, the discriminating power of $M_{T2}$ is limited but the signal cross section is high enough to have sensitivity to the presence of a signal over the background expectation. Since events with $M_{T2} = 0$ GeV do not provide any discrimination between signal and $t\bar{t}$ background, only events with $M_{T2} > 0$ GeV are used for hypothesis testing.

Figure 2 shows the $M_{T2}$ distributions for signal and background for different mass hypotheses for the stop squark and neutralino. The $M_{T2}$ distributions of the simulated signal models are characterized by a slightly different shape for $M_{T2}$ values smaller than 80 GeV and a large difference for $M_{T2} > 80$ GeV, because of the presence of the endpoint in the $M_{T2}$ distribution for $t\bar{t}$ events. This difference increases significantly when $\Delta m = m_{\chi_1^0} - m_{\chi_1^0}$ is different from the top quark mass (figure 2 left). Furthermore, the differences in $M_{T2}$ are large for signal points characterized by large neutralino masses, which have additional $p_T^{\text{miss}}$ to the event (keeping $\Delta m \approx m_t$, figure 2 right).
Figure 2. Normalized $M_{T2}$ distributions for various mass hypotheses for the top squark and for the neutralino. Variables at the generator level are used for $t\bar{t}$ and signal events with two generated leptons with $p_T$ of at least 20 GeV and $|\eta| \leq 2.4$. The last bin includes the overflow.

6 Background estimation

The $t\bar{t}$ process accounts for approximately 94% of the total background yields in the selected region, and is modelled from MC simulation using the sample described in section 3. For this modelling, a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV is assumed. The accurate knowledge of the $t\bar{t}$ production process has been previously demonstrated in several cross section measurements by the CMS Collaboration [31]. Moreover, its differential cross section as a function of different variables has been measured [72] and MC parameters have been tuned using an independent data sample [39]. The MC tuning does not produce a significant modification of the $M_{T2}$ shape. The main parameters affecting the $t\bar{t}$ modelling and their associated uncertainties are discussed in section 7. The $tW$ background gives the second-largest contribution, approximately 4%, and is also modelled using MC simulation.

The number of events with nonprompt leptons, including the contribution of events with jets misidentified as leptons or with leptons coming from the decay of a bottom quark mistakenly identified as coming from the hard process, is estimated from an observed control region in which the electron and muon are required to have the same sign of the electric charge (referred to as same-sign), while all other requirements for the event selection are the same as for the signal region. This background is estimated using the observed events in the control region after subtraction of the contribution from the backgrounds that produce prompt leptons. This contribution is estimated from MC simulation and comes mainly from $t\bar{t}W$ and $t\bar{t}Z$ events or dileptonic $t\bar{t}$ with a mismeasurement of the electron charge. The events in this control region are weighted by the expected ratio of opposite-sign to same-sign events with nonprompt leptons after the full event selection, which is estimated in MC simulation to be $1.2 \pm 0.1$ (syst).

Other background contributions are estimated using MC simulation and come from DY, VV (WW, WZ, and ZZ), $t\bar{t}W$, and $t\bar{t}Z$ events, for a total contribution of about 1%.

A good agreement between data and SM predictions after the full event selection and after the corrections described in section 4 is observed, within the uncertainties, and is
Figure 3. Distributions for leading and subleading lepton $p_T$, $\Delta \phi(e, \mu)$, and $p_T^{\text{miss}}$. The uncertainty band includes statistical and all systematic uncertainties described in section 7. The last bin contains the overflow events. The signal is stacked on top of the background prediction for a mass hypothesis of $m_{\tilde{t}_1} = 175$ GeV and $m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} = 1$ GeV. The considered uncertainties are described in section 7.

7 Systematic uncertainties

Because of the large impact of the $t\bar{t}$ background prediction in this search, various modelling systematic uncertainties are assigned, reflecting the limited knowledge of the main theoretical parameters used in the simulation. The ranges of variation of these parameters were set in several previous CMS analyses [39] and the modelling of the $t\bar{t}$ background has been shown to accurately describe several kinematic variables within the systematic uncertainties [72]. Details on the systematic uncertainties accounting for modelling effects are reported in section 7.1.

The background and signal estimates are affected by several systematic uncertainties in the acceptance, efficiency, and normalization. The effect of uncertainties in the trigger efficiencies, lepton reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies, jet energy scale.
and resolution, pileup reweighting, and b tagging efficiency and mistag rate efficiencies, are considered in the estimate of background and signal yields. These uncertainties are described in section 7.2.

Some other uncertainties, including normalization uncertainties on tW and other minor backgrounds and modelling uncertainties on the signal, are described in section 7.3.

7.1 Modelling uncertainties in the t¯t background

An uncertainty of 6% is assigned to the t¯t background normalization, taking into account two effects. The first one is the uncertainty in the NNLO cross section from the variations in the PDFs, αS, and the scales calculated using the program Top++ for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV [54]. The second effect is the uncertainty from the choice of the top quark mass obtained by varying it by ±1 GeV in the calculation of the cross section.

In addition to the normalization uncertainty, several sources of modelling uncertainties are considered. All the modelling uncertainties are propagated to the MT2 shape and described in the next paragraphs. Their effect on the t¯t yields is summarized in table 1.

The uncertainty in the modelling of the hard interaction process is assessed in the powheg sample through changes of the μF and μR scales by factors of 2 and 1/2 relative to their common nominal value of μ2F = μ2R = mt2 + ptT; t. Here ptT; t denotes the square of the transverse momentum of the top quark in the t¯t rest frame. The uncertainty in the choice of the PDFs and in the value of αS is determined by reweighting the sample of simulated t¯t events according to the envelope of a PDF set of 100 NNPDF3.0 replicas [46]. The uncertainty in αS is propagated by reweighting the simulated sample by sets of weights with two variations within the uncertainties of αS.

The impact of the modelling uncertainties of the initial- and final-state radiation is evaluated by varying the parton shower scales (running αS) by factors of 2 and 1/2 [36]. In addition, the impact of the matrix element (ME) and parton shower (PS) matching, which is parameterized by the powheg generator as hdamp = 1.58±0.66m_t [39], is calculated by varying this parameter within the uncertainties and propagating the result to the final yields.

The parameters of PYTHIA are tuned to model the measured underlying event [39, 73]. An uncertainty is assigned by varying these parameters within their uncertainties.

An uncertainty from the limited knowledge of the colour reconnection is estimated by comparing different models and taking as the uncertainty the maximum variation with respect to the nominal value for each bin. The procedure is described in detail in ref. [73].

The top quark pT in t¯t events has been found to be slightly mismodelled [39]. A reweighting procedure, based on these studies, has been derived. To avoid biasing the search, the reweighting is not applied on the background estimate, but the difference between the weighted and unweighted distributions is taken as an uncertainty. The effect of the reweighting on the t¯t yields is small and the range of the uncertainty can be seen in table 1.

A 1 GeV uncertainty in the top quark mass, which corresponds to twice the measured uncertainty by CMS [74], is also propagated to the acceptance. The differences in the MT2 yields for each bin of the distribution between the t¯t background prediction with mt =
Table 1. Summary of the uncertainties on the $M_{T2}$ distribution resulting from $t\bar{t}$ background modelling uncertainties. The ranges correspond to variations of the uncertainty along the $M_{T2}$ distribution. When only one number is shown, the uncertainty is approximately constant over the entire $M_{T2}$ range.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|}
\hline
Source & Range (%) \\
\hline
$\mu_F$ and $\mu_R$ scales & 0.3–1.0 \\
PDF & $\approx$0.6 \\
Initial-state radiation & 0.5–1.0 \\
Final-state radiation & 0.6–1.2 \\
ME/PS matching ($h_{\text{damp}}$) & 0.3–2.0 \\
Underlying event & $\approx$0.8 \\
Colour reconnection & $\approx$1.5 \\
Top quark $p_T$ reweighting & 0.1–0.5 \\
Top quark mass (acceptance) & $\approx$1.0 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

172.5 ± 1.0 GeV are taken as an uncertainty, accounting for the possible bias introduced in the choice of $m_t = 172.5$ GeV in the MC simulation.

7.2 Experimental uncertainties

A summary of the effect of the experimental uncertainties on the $M_{T2}$ distribution for events passing the full selection is shown in table 2.

The uncertainties in the dilepton trigger, lepton identification, and isolation efficiencies used in simulation are estimated by varying data-to-simulation scale factors by their uncertainties, which are about 1.5% for electron and muon identification and isolation efficiencies, and about 0.5% for the trigger efficiency.

To account for the uncertainties in the lepton momentum scales, the momenta of the leptons are varied by their uncertainties, which are of the order of 0.1–0.5% for electrons [64] and about 0.2% for muons [67]. The uncertainties associated with the jet energy scale and jet energy resolution are determined by varying these quantities in bins of $p_T$ and $\eta$, according to the uncertainties in the jet energy corrections, which amount to a few percent.

The uncertainties associated with the b tagging efficiency and mistag rate are determined by varying the scale factors for the b-tagged jets and mistagged light-flavour jets, according to their uncertainties, as measured in QCD multijet events [66]. The average uncertainties on these scale factors for a $t\bar{t}$ sample are of the order of 1.2%, with a dependence on $p_T$ and $\eta$.

The uncertainty in $p_T^{\text{miss}}$ from the contribution of unclustered energy is evaluated based on the momentum resolution of the different PF candidates, according to their classification. Details on the procedure can be found in refs. [61, 75, 76].

The uncertainty from the pileup reweighting procedure is evaluated by varying the inelastic pp cross section by ±4.6% [77].

The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity, which affects the signal and background normalization, is estimated to be 2.5% [78].
### Table 2

Summary of the uncertainties in $t\bar{t}$ background and signal simulation resulting from experimental uncertainties. The numbers represent typical values of the uncertainties in the signal and $t\bar{t}$ background yields or ranges for these uncertainties in different $M_{T2}$ bins and in different signal samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Range for $t\bar{t}$ and signal (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trigger efficiency</td>
<td>$\approx 0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muon efficiencies</td>
<td>$\approx 1.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron efficiencies</td>
<td>$\approx 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton energy scale</td>
<td>0.5–2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale</td>
<td>1.5–3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy resolution</td>
<td>0.3–3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ tagging efficiency</td>
<td>1.2–2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistag efficiency</td>
<td>0.2–0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclustered energy</td>
<td>0.5–1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pileup</td>
<td>0.5–3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.3 Other uncertainties

A normalization uncertainty of 15% is applied to the DY process, covering differences seen between data and MC predictions in different jet multiplicity regions [69]. For other backgrounds, including $tW$, dibosons, and $t\bar{t}V$, a normalization uncertainty of 30% is assigned [69], covering the uncertainties in the predicted cross sections and possible extrapolation to the phase space used in the analysis. For the nonprompt lepton background, a normalization uncertainty of 30% is applied, taking into account the effect of the limited number of MC events used in the estimation of the same-sign to opposite-sign transfer factor applied, and the normalization of the prompt-process subtraction in the control region.

Furthermore, a 15% uncertainty in the signal normalization is assigned, according to the uncertainties in the predicted cross section of signal models in the top squark mass range of the analysis [55]. The effect on the acceptance of the uncertainties in the factorization and renormalization scales is taken into account by varying $\mu_F$ and $\mu_R$ by factors of 2 and 1/2 both [79]. This uncertainty is propagated to the signal yields, resulting in an uncertainty in each $M_{T2}$ bin of the order of 0.5–1.0%.

The MG5_aMC@NLO modelling of the initial-state radiation in signal events is improved by scaling the $p_T$ distribution of the initial-state radiation jets in MC, according to a correction derived using $t\bar{t}$ events, following the same procedure described in [24]. An uncertainty is applied by considering variations of half the difference between the corrections and unity. The effect of this uncertainty on the signal yields amounts to about 1%, with individual values assigned to each $M_{T2}$ bin.

### 8 Results

The predicted and observed $M_{T2}$ distributions for selected events are shown in figure 4. No significant deviation from the SM expectation is observed. The integrated expected and observed number of events are shown in table 3. The number of events with $M_{T2} > 90$ GeV...
Figure 4. $M_{T2}$ distribution (prefit) for data and predicted background. The $M_{T2}$ distribution for a signal corresponding to a top squark mass of 205 GeV and a neutralino mass of 30 GeV is also shown, stacked on top of the background estimate. The hatched bands correspond to the combined systematic and statistical uncertainties on background rates. The last bin of the histogram includes the overflow events. The lower pane shows the ratio between the observed data and the predicted SM background.

Table 3. Number of expected and observed events after the selection, with $M_{T2} > 0$ and $M_{T2} > 90$ GeV. The quoted uncertainties reflect both the statistical and systematic contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>with $M_{T2} &gt; 0$ GeV</th>
<th>with $M_{T2} &gt; 90$ GeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t$t$</td>
<td>102 400 ± 7400</td>
<td>1680 ± 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tW</td>
<td>4700 ± 1400</td>
<td>92 ± 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprompt leptons</td>
<td>1330 ± 400</td>
<td>30 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY + tV + Dibosons</td>
<td>570 ± 100</td>
<td>19 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Background</td>
<td>109 000 ± 7600</td>
<td>1821 ± 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal: $m_{\tilde{t}<em>1} = 175.0$ GeV, $m</em>{\chi^0_1} = 1.0$ GeV</td>
<td>16 400 ± 2500</td>
<td>276 ± 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal: $m_{\tilde{t}<em>1} = 205.0$ GeV, $m</em>{\chi^0_1} = 22.5$ GeV</td>
<td>8070 ± 1240</td>
<td>232 ± 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal: $m_{\tilde{t}<em>1} = 205.0$ GeV, $m</em>{\chi^0_1} = 30.0$ GeV</td>
<td>7830 ± 1200</td>
<td>157 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal: $m_{\tilde{t}<em>1} = 205.0$ GeV, $m</em>{\chi^0_1} = 37.5$ GeV</td>
<td>6140 ± 650</td>
<td>262 ± 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal: $m_{\tilde{t}<em>1} = 242.5$ GeV, $m</em>{\chi^0_1} = 67.5$ GeV</td>
<td>3550 ± 540</td>
<td>106 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>105 893</td>
<td>1694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statistical interpretation is performed by testing the SM hypothesis against the SUSY hypothesis. A binned profile likelihood fit of the $M_{T2}$ distribution is performed, where the nuisance parameters are modelled using log-normal distributions. All the systematic uncertainties described in section 7.2 and 7.1 are assigned to each $M_{T2}$ bin individually, reflecting the discriminating power for different top squark and neutralino masses at high values of $M_{T2}$. 
and treated as correlated among all $M_{T2}$ bins and all processes. The statistical uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated nuisance parameters in each bin of the $M_{T2}$ distribution.

Upper limits on the top squark pair production cross section are calculated at 95% confidence level (CL) using a modified frequentist approach and the CL$_s$ criterion, implemented through an asymptotic approximation [80–83]. All the uncertainties in the background and signal predictions described in section 7 are modelled as nuisance parameters and profiled in the fit.

We interpret the results for different signals characterized by top squark masses from 170 to 250 GeV and by three different mass differences between the top squark and the neutralino: $\Delta m(\tilde{t}_1, \tilde{\chi}^0_1) = 167.5, 175.0,$ and $182.5$ GeV. The sensitivity of the analysis to SUSY models with low neutralino masses and $\Delta m(\tilde{t}_1, \tilde{\chi}^0_1) = m_t$ comes mostly from the signal normalization, while the differences on $M_{T2}$ shape become important for top squark masses greater than 210 GeV. For the difference in masses of $\Delta m(\tilde{t}_1, \tilde{\chi}^0_1) = 167.5$ and $182.5$ GeV, the sensitivity of the analysis is mostly driven by the differences between the signal and $t\bar{t}$ distributions for high $M_{T2}$ values ($M_{T2} \gtrsim 80$ GeV). The expected and observed upper limits on the signal strength, defined as the ratio between the excluded and the predicted cross sections, are shown in figure 5.

We exclude the presence of a signal up to a top squark mass of 208 GeV for $\Delta m(\tilde{t}_1, \tilde{\chi}^0_1) - 175 = 0$ GeV and up to top squark masses of 235 (242) GeV for $\Delta m(\tilde{t}_1, \tilde{\chi}^0_1) - 175 = (+)(-)7.5$ GeV.

9 Summary

A search is presented for a top squark with a mass difference from the neutralino mass close to the top quark mass, $m_{\tilde{t}_1} - m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} \approx m_t$, using events with one opposite-sign electron-muon pair, at least two jets, and at least one b jet. The $\tilde{t}_1 \rightarrow t\tilde{\chi}^0_1$ decay mode is considered, and different top squark masses are explored up to 240 GeV with neutralino masses of $m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} \approx m_{\tilde{t}_1} - m_t$. The $M_{T2}$ variable is used in a binned profile likelihood fit to increase the sensitivity, owing to the different kinematic distributions between the signal and the $t\bar{t}$ background. Further sensitivity is gained from the absence of a kinematic endpoint in this variable for the signal.

No excess is observed and upper limits are set at 95% confidence level on the top squark production cross section for top squark masses up to 208 GeV in models with $m_{\tilde{t}_1} - m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} \approx m_t$ and masses up to 235 (242) GeV in models with a mass difference of $+(-)7.5$ GeV. This result significantly extends the exclusion limits of top squark searches at the LHC to higher top squark masses in the region where $m_{\tilde{t}_1} - m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} \approx m_t$, that was previously unexplored.
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